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Story

SUNNY FARM IS FULL OF SURPRISES

What could be nicer than a surprise? Theresa and her friends have a brilliant idea; they want to collect as

many surprises as possible. Just as well something’s always happening on Sunny Farm. The fire engine

brings helpers to rescue the migrating frogs, Granddad suddenly stops swearing, and when the girls kiss a

frog, it doesn’t turn into a fine prince, but an unexpected visitor does turn up... and produced the biggest,

most superlative surprise ever!

Playing together, laughing and having fun, making plans and discovering something new every day – it’s so

nice living in the country. Heartfelt, cheerful stories by Annette Moser, based on real-life children. A book for

the whole family, for reading out loud and to oneself. With brilliantly illustrated tips for recipes and hobbies. 

• On-trend theme: idyllic life in the country

• With brilliantly illustrated tips for recipes and hobbies

• A book for the whole family

• Heartfelt, cheerful stories based on real-life children
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Annette Moser

Annette Moser was born in 1978 in Hamburg. She studied German literature and art history in Bamberg and

Rome. Then she worked in publishing for a few years. Nowadays, she lives with her family in Nuremberg.
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More titles in this series

Wonder, Learn and Discover –

All I Know About Our Food

My First Naturebook

– The Bumblebee

My First Naturebook

– The Beaver

My Craft Book for the Whole

Year

Let’s Make Something in

Town

Let’s Make Something with

Wood

Sunny Farm – Summer on

Sunny Farm (Vol. 2)

Sunny Farm – Welcome to

Sunny Farm! (Vol. 1)

Attentiveness for All of Us! –

Story Time is Cuddle Time!
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